FLEXIBLE, RESILIENT AND RELIABLE
Hydraulic hoses must be able to withstand a lot of pressure – and that means quality control of
the highest standard. With the development of a customized machine for processing and
cutting hydraulic hoses, Metzner guarantees that fork lift trucks from our customer can
continue to stack and transport reliably.
Fork lift trucks are at work every day all

and our customer ensures that only top-

with different diameters (5 mm to 30 mm),

round the world, loading, unloading, picking

quality materials are used and that defects

the system was designed so that hoses of

and stacking goods all over the world. Re-

are detected in the early stages of vehicle

different sizes could be processed and cut

gardless of whether the fork lifts are operat-

production.

with no problems and with no set-up time.

ing in a highly modern corporation or in a

In addition to the problem-free material

practically-oriented family business, the vehi-

Requirements

processing (de-coiling, labelling, cutting,

cles must be able to handle the high de-

In the course of production optimization, our

provision of labels, wind-ing), one of our

mands of lifting heavy loads. Thanks to mod-

customer was looking for an experienced

customer's top priorities was an early defect

ern technology, fork lifts can handle loads up

manufacturer for processing and cutting of

detection process to identify material faults

to eight tons.

hydraulic hoses. Metzner presented effective

10 meters before processing and cut-ting.

In addition to the machine performance, fork lift

and economical-ly viable solutions, optimally

Thanks to the Metzner software pro-

trucks must also meet many safety regulations

tailored to our customer's requirements.

gram, material waste is thus reduced to a

Since the customer uses hydraulic hoses

minimum.

The Facts
Customer profile
Our customer, with more than 6000
employees, is a world-renowned
manufacturer of fork lift trucks, offering
highly efficient concepts, ranging from
sector-specific, all-inclusive solutions

for

large and small companies through to
computer-supported logistics programs
for effective warehousing and material
flow management.
Sequence

beginning of a 10 meter long advance seg-

In addition to numerous technical specifica-

The hose to be processed and cut is trans-

ment.

tions, the following main requirements had

ferred to a feeding unit by a de-coiler. The

If a defect is found, a signal is sent to the

to be met:

loop control ensures even material feed to

machine control system, which then recalcu-

• Automatic processing (decoiling, feeding,

Requirement

the machine. The hoses are labelled on both

lates and optimizes which cut lengths can

printing, cutting, labels provision,

sides by two ink-jet printers for later identifi-

still be obtained from the hose material, up

winding) of hydraulic hoses with diame-

cation. The printing is done continuously and

to the point where the defect has been

ters ranging from 5 mm to 30 mm

is dry in less than one second thanks to a

found. Waste is thus reduced to a minimum.

• Fully automatic change of cutting method

special dye.

when material changes (steel sheathing)
Intelligent cut selection

• Defect detection: If a defect is found, a

During processing and cutting, two types of

signal is sent to the machine control

hydraulic hoses are used, one with and one

system, which then recalculates and
optimizes which cut lengths can still be
obtained from the hose material, up to
the point where the defect has been
found.

• For the overall system operation, including material loading and removal, only
one single operator is required.

• Design, realization and commissioning of
the system within four months

Benefit
The highly profitable, automatic production

without steel sheathing, each type requiring
a different cutting method. For hydraulic
hoses with steel sheathing, a circular blade
cut was integrated, which provides a perpendicular cut to the right length with no problems. An extraction station removes any dust

Winding and packing

which accumulates inside the hoses.

Depending on the selected processing and

Hoses without steel sheathing are cut with a

cutting method, the machine either places

proven draw-and-cut technique. Based on

the hoses in a separate box or starts winding

the selected processing and cutting program,

with a Metzner CRC 750 hose winder. The

the machine automatically detects which

hoses are wound into bundles, which are

cutting method is required and changes over

removed manually afterwards. Thanks to

fully automatically.

their long experience of continuous development in rubber processing and cutting

system quickly and effectively processes and
cuts a wide variety of hydraulic hoses. It is

Defect detection

Metzner was able to develop and implement

thus also a viable solution for locations

Before the material is cut in the system, every

a system which is distinguished by its high

where production wages play a major role.

hose is examined for any material surface

performance and flexibility and is exactly

The optimized defect detection, which mini-

defects. This is checked with sensors at the

tailored to the customer’s requirements.

mises waste, together with the capacity for
simultaneous processing and cutting of a
wide range of materials, contributes to the
overall effectiveness of the system.
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